Introduction

59
observed within species. For example, across species in the global flora, LMA has a strong, 86 positive relationship with LL but a weak relationship with net photosynthetic capacity per-87 unit leaf area (A area ) (Wright et al., 2004) . In contrast, intraspecific variation in these traits 88 across vertical canopy (light) gradients shows the opposite pattern: within species, LMA has 89 a weak and/or negative relationship with LL (Osada et al., 2001; Lusk et al., 2008; Russo & 90 Kitajima, 2016) but a strong, positive relationship with A area (Ellsworth & Reich, 1993;  91 Kenzo et al., 2006; Niinemets et al., 2014) . These contrasting patterns suggest that the causes 92 of LMA variation may be fundamentally different within vs. among species. Furthermore, 93 variation in four traits related to photosynthesis and metabolism -net photosynthetic 94 capacity, dark respiration rate, and concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus -are primarily 95 mass-dependent among species within some plant functional groups, and primarily area-96 dependent within others (Osnas et al., in review) . Thus, leaf trait relationships diverge in a 97 number of intra-and interspecific comparisons, suggesting the presence of multiple axes of 98 functional variation that can combine in different ways to create a variety of patterns.
99
A conceptual model that might explain these divergent patterns is to view LMA as 100 being comprised of two primary components -'photosynthetic' leaf mass (LMAp, which 101 determines photosynthetic capacity and associated metabolic activity, such as phloem-102 4 loading) and structural leaf mass (LMAs, which determines toughness and thus potential LL) 103 (Osnas et al., in review) . This conceptual model can potentially explain the above divergent 104 trait patterns, because variation in LMAp leads to mass-dependence of photosynthetic and 105 metabolic traits, whereas variation in LMAs leads to area-dependence of these same traits 106 (Notes S2). Thus, the degree of area-vs. mass-dependence in a given leaf assemblage should,
107
according to this conceptual model, depend on the relative contributions of LMAp and LMAs 108 to total LMA variation in the assemblage.
109
A challenge to implementing the above conceptual model is the absence of direct 110 measurements of LMAp and LMAs. Although some leaf mass components are clearly 111 associated with certain functions (e.g., chloroplasts perform photosynthesis), it is difficult to 112 neatly partition some leaf mass components to specific functions. For example, thick cell 113 walls provide structural toughness and allow for long LL (Kitajima et al., 2012) , but a leaf 114 without any cell wall mass would lack the biomechanical support needed to intercept light 115 and perform photosynthesis. Thus, it is difficult to determine how much of the cell wall mass 116 present in a leaf was constructed for photosynthesis and associated metabolic functions, vs.
117
how much additional cell wall mass was constructed for the purpose of prolonging LL.
118
Despite this challenge, it should be possible to use multivariate trait datasets to statistically 119 partition LMA into LMAp and LMAs, because statistical relationships among net 120 photosynthetic capacity (A max ), dark respiration rate (R dark ), LMA, and LL should hold clues 121 regarding the allocation of leaf mass to photosynthetic vs. structural functions.
122
In this paper, we explore the above conceptual model using leaf trait data from two 123 tropical forest sites (sun and shade leaves from wet and dry sites in Panama) and the
124
GLOPNET global leaf traits database (Wright et al. 2004) . For simplicity, our analysis 125 assume that LMA is equal to the sum of separate additive components, LMAp and LMAs.
126
The goal of our analysis is to evaluate if the conceptual model described above can explain 127 divergent patterns in leaf trait data, and if so, to use the model to elucidate the causes of these 128 divergent patterns. First, we describe a statistical modeling framework to estimate LMAp and Our model is conceptually similar to that of Shipley et al. (2006) , which explained the 138 LES in terms of a tradeoff between the volume of a leaf allocated to cell wall vs. protoplasm.
139
An important difference between our analysis and that of Shipley et al. (2006) A max , but low structural toughness) or a small surface area with thick walls (low mesophyll 146 conductance and A max , but high structural toughness) (Onoda et al., 2017) . Despite its lack of 147 anatomical detail, our model explains much of the inter-and intraspecific variation in A max ,
148
R dark , and LL (see Results) and provides novel insights into the causes of divergent patterns of 149 trait variation within vs. among species (see Discussion).
151
Material and Methods
152
Model overview
153
We developed a statistical modeling framework to partition LMA into additive LMAs and latent variables f i are not directly observed, but they can be constrained by available data 158 using Bayesian methods (Bishop, 2006; Gelman & Hill, 2006 We assume that the sum of photosynthetic leaf mass per area (LMAp) and structural leaf 171 mass per area (LMAs) is equal to total observed LMA for leaf sample i (where a 'sample' is a 172 species in the GLOPNET dataset, or a species × canopy position combination in the Panama respiration is the sum of respiration components due to photosynthetic and structural tissues: 
where β 2 is a constant, and 
223
We fit the Optimal LL Model to the Panama data (see Methods/Datasets in main text),
224
which includes both sun and shade leaves for 26 out of 106 total species. We set θ L = 1 for 225 sun leaves, and we fit θ L as a single free parameter assigned to all shade leaves. We rainfall (Wright et al. 2003) . The SL crane is 52 m tall with a 54 m long boom. ) in Panama.
252
We fit the Potential LL Model (Eq. 5) to both GLOPNET and Panama data. We fit the We used independent and non-informative prior distributions for all parameters, including 260 latent variables f i for each leaf sample. All priors were non-informative. The covariance 261 matrix in Eq.11 in main text was decomposed as which LMA was randomized among leaves in GLOPNET; see gray symbols in Fig. 1 ), but 361 these correlations were weaker than those obtained from the observed data (P < 0.001 for the 362 null hypothesis of equal correlation in observed and randomized datasets). R area in GLOPNET 363 also had a strong positive correlation with LMAp, which was stronger than the correlation 364 between R area and LMAp in the randomized datasets (P < 0.001), or between R area and either
365
LMA or LMAs (Figs. 1d-f) . Finally, LL in GLOPNET had a strong positive correlation with
366
LMAs, which was stronger than the correlation between LL and LMAs from the randomized 367 datasets (P < 0.001) or between LL and either LMA or LMAp (Figs. 1g-i) .
368
For the Panama dataset, we evaluated multiple models due to the availability of both Table S3 ).
375
LL was not significantly correlated with LMA when all leaves were combined, but was 376 strongly correlated with LMA for shade leaves at the dry site (Fig. 2g) . The correlation 377 between LL and LMAp was similar for observed and randomized datasets ( Fig. 2h ; Table   378 S3), implying a lack of meaningful correlation between LL and LMAp in the Panama data.
379
The correlation between LL and LMAs was weaker in observed than in randomized data 380 (Fig. 2i) Model (e.g., effects of light on realized photosynthetic rates and thus optimal LL). The 382 correlation between predicted and observed LL was higher in the Optimal LL Model (r = 383 0.81) than for randomized datasets (P < 0.001), and also stronger than for the Potential LL
384
Model (r = 0.38) ( Fig. 3 ; Table S4 ). Panama (86.0%) (Fig. 4) . 
Evergreen leaves have greater LMAs than deciduous leaves, and sun leaves have both
393
greater LMAp and LMAs than shade leaves.
13
In the GLOPNET dataset, evergreen leaves had significantly higher LMAs than deciduous 395 leaves, but the two groups had similar LMAp (Fig. 5) . Thus, the higher total LMA in 396 evergreen leaves in GLOPNET was primarily due to differences in LMAs (which comprised 397 a greater fraction of LMA in evergreen than in deciduous leaves; Fig. S1a ). Similar results
398
were obtained for the Panama dataset (evergreen leaves have higher LMAs but similar LMAp 399 compared to deciduous leaves; Fig. S1b ). In the Panama dataset, both LMAp and LMAs were 400 significantly higher in sun leaves than in shade leaves (Fig. 5) . Thus, in contrast to 401 interspecific variation in LMA (which is primarily driven by variation in LMAs; Fig. 4 LMAs (Fig. S3) . Similarly, in the Panama dataset, N area and P area had strong positive 408 correlations with LMAp, but were not correlated with LMAs (Fig. 6 ). In contrast, cellulose components that contribute to LL but not to A max (Fig. 4) for Panama shade leaves; Fig. 4 ) is also the assemblage with the highest degree of trait area-440 dependence (Osnas et al. in review) .
441
Decomposing LMA also provides insights as to why intraspecific patterns of trait determines A max , accounts for nearly all R dark (see r p and r s estimates in Table S1 ), and affects (Fig. S5) , which suggests that trait-based approaches to global 491 ecosystem modeling (Scheiter et al., 2013; Wullschleger et al., 2014) could consider these as 492 independent axes.
493
Our statistical decomposition of LMA into photosynthetic and structural components conductance and A max (Evans et al., 2009; Terashima et al., 2011; Onoda et al., 2017) .
506
Conclusions
507
It is widely recognized that LMA variation is associated with multiple tissues and functions,
508
including metabolically active mesophyll that largely determines photosynthetic capacity, as 509 well as structural and chemical components that contribute primarily to leaf toughness and 510 defense (Roderick et al., 1999; Shipley et al., 2006; Lusk et al., 2010 Panama, and across sites (wet and dry) and canopy strata (sun and shade) in Panama. LMAs test the null hypothesis of equal correlation in observed and randomized datasets (see
699
'Randomized LMA Datasets' in Methods for details). In some cases, r obs is near zero but 700 significantly greater than r rand because r rand is negative (see Table S2 for details). Table S3 . Table S4 . 
